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WHERE WE ARE 

 

 This is our second class meeting. 

 We will continue to meet this way every week.  

 We are "in" chapter 1 of our textbook. 

 We will move from chapter 1 to chapter 6 next. 

 

QUICK REVIEW AND INTRODUCTORY STATEMENTS 

 

We have one federal/national government in the United States. In addition we have state and 

local governments. Plus there are the governments of territories and the Indian Nations. Plus 

there are many special districts. 

 

We have a complex kind of DUAL SOVERIGNITY between the state governments and the 

national government. It can be difficult to know who is in the driver's seat and about what.  

 

County governments and cities are creations of the state government. The legal charters of cities 

give the states powers to limit the abilities of cities to tax people within their boundaries.  

 

Local governments often have to become creative to find ways of gaining additional revenues. 

 

All counties are within the boundaries of one state and cover the state like carpet covers the floor 

of a room. 

 

Generally, a city is within the boundaries of one county. But sometimes a big city extends 

beyond the boundaries of a county, into one or more other counties. Some metropolitan areas 

(like Kansas City) cross state lines, but I am not sure how that works in terms of governance. 

 

Cities and counties often do similar things sometimes "fuss" with each other and may duplicate 

costly services. CONSOLIDATED governments are ones in which a city and a county (and 

perhaps a school district) have joined together -- like Athens-Clark County in Georgia and the 

Metro Nashville government in Tennessee.  

 

SPECIAL DISTRICTS are of many kinds and are very specialized in what they do and how they 

get their revenues. They are usually created because of a need to get money for a needed service. 

 

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS are not units of government. They are registered by state 

governments and by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) at the national level. They have tax 

exemptions. They often have contracts with governments to provide services. Many hospitals are 

nonprofit organizations. Some but not all nonprofit organizations are associated with religious 

organizations.  



Bottom line, we have MANY GOVERNMENTS in the United States, and they form a complex 

mosaic of patterns. MANY PEOPLE work for government, directly or indirectly.  

 

There is need for a lot of money (revenues) to come from somewhere to pay the costs of the 

services provided and the people employed by governments. There are many SOURCES of these 

revenues, including a variety of kinds of taxes, fees, lotteries and INTER-GOVERNMENT 

TRANSFERS. 

 

 
Source: http://www.freeusandworldmaps.com/images/US_Counties_Maps/GeorgiaCounty.jpg 

 

Georgia has 159 counties. Every one of them has a courthouse building and offices to be 

maintained. The idea was that every person should be able to go to the courthouse for 

government service before the day of modern roads and vehicles. 

---------- - 

Throughout US history there has been a question of "whose the boss" and the division of labor 

(in terms of revenue generation) between the national/federal government and the state 

governments. This is a result of DUAL SOVERIGNITY. UNITARY GOVERNANCE probably 

makes more sense from a design perspective, but our history created a different outcome. The 

states will here first. The national government is a overlay upon that design. It is basically a 

FRACTAL DESIGN in which the same pattern is generally evident (with some variations) in 

each state, and the same general pattern is repeated at the scale/level of the national government. 

This helps assure CONFUSION and helps employ lawyers and constitutional scholars.  

 

http://www.freeusandworldmaps.com/images/US_Counties_Maps/GeorgiaCounty.jpg


The relationships among the governments (national, state and local) shape (and "complexify" 

public budgeting) because the revenues of many governments depend in part on revenues from 

others governments. This is known as part of INTER-GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS.  

 

The national government makes grants (block or categorical) available to state governments and 

to local governments. State governments sometimes make grants available to their local 

governments. Before a government can create a budget it needs to forecast its available revenues 

in the coming budget cycle. Different governments are on different budget cycles. How can a 

particular government know what its revenues will be if another government has not completed 

its own budget, including grants to other governments? 

 

In our history, there has been a kind of natural DIVISION-OF-LABOR among the three levels of 

government. Since it gained the power to tax individual and corporate incomes in 1913, the 

national government has pretty much been the collector of reviews and has state and local 

governments have been the providers of services (via grants from "above"). Through categorical 

grants the national government has been able to "pull the strings" helping make this one nation 

with a degree of uniformity among the states.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sixteenth_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution 

 

Now, as the national government is going deeper and deeper into debt, THE RESPONSIBILIES 

OF GOVERNANCE AND THE CHALLENGES OF RAISING REVENUES is shifting to state 

and local governments. This is sometimes referred to as, "fend for yourself federalism."  

 

Under this reality, there are fewer opportunities for the transfer of wealth from "rich" states to 

"poor" states. Not only is the FABRIC OF AMERICAN SOCIETY becoming stressed; the 

UNIFORMITY of the nation is decreasing.  

---------- - 

Please read the textbook carefully regarding how the national, state, and local governments tend 

to get their revenues. 

 

A "good tax" is . . . 

 

 fair 

 productive 

 not too costly to administer 

 

Some taxes are progressive; others are neutral or regressive. In this context, progressive is good. 

 

Special districts apparently allow local governments to do things beyond their legal powers to tax 

(as prescribed by the state). 

 

Finally, nonprofit organizations allow donors to voluntarily supplement the services provided by 

governments. HOWEVER, a recent change in national/federal tax law means that many fewer 

people have an incentive to itemize things on their Form 1040 tax reports to the IRS. This may 

affect the amount of giving the nonprofit organizations.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sixteenth_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution

